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Letter from the Editors:
To Contributors to the 2010 Issues
The journal depends on readers, authors, editorial board, peer reviewers, and our Penn-Jersey staff. We wish we could 
thank all of you personally, but doing so is not practical. Instead, we thank each of you as members of an honored group.
the editors that come not only from the United States but from many countries of the world. This has given the journal an 
Our editorial board is a prestigious one and we depend on its members, not only for peer reviews, but for guidance in 
policy and suggestions for improvements.  Special thanks go to our medical editors, who review every article for medical 
content, and to our technical editors, who read every article for technical content. The current board is listed by name in the 
front of each issue of the journal.
Our peer reviewers did a wonderful job in 2010. They are listed below; our thanks to each. 
Theresa Boyd, MD
John W. Burch, MD
Kerry Burright-Hittner, MT(ASCP)SBB
Gail E. Coghlan, RT, BSc





Janis R. Hamilton, MS, MT(ASCP)SBB




Geralyn M. Meny, MD
Dawn Michelle, MT(ASCP)SBB
Monique Mohammad 








Jill R. Storry, PhD, FIBMS
David Stroncek, MD
Jeff Trimble, BSc.,ART(CSMLS) MLS(ASCP)
Ralph R. Vassallo, MD
Sunitha Vege, MS
James Westra, MD
We also want to thank Marge Manigly, our production assistant, and Sheetal Patel, our editorial assistant, for their help 
in preparing the journal for press. We also thank Christine Lomas-Francis and Dawn Rumsey, our technical editors, Mary 
Tod, our copy editor, Lucy Oppenheim, our proofreader; and Wilson Tang, our electronic publisher.
Finally, thanks go to our readers, whose enthusiasm and interest in the journal make it all worthwhile.
Sandra Nance 
Editor-in-Chief
Cindy Flickinger 
Managing Editor
